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Reopening the school during the Pandemic
Classrooms
When word came through in July that the school was
to reopen in August a gargantuan effort was required
over the subsequent weeks by the Management,
Staff, Cleaners, Caretaker and Office Staff to prepare
the school and ensure that students and staff would
be safe at all times on their return to school. The
Government issued many documents with protocols
that had to be followed regarding PPE Equipment,
Hand sanitiser, Physical Distancing and much more.
Thankfully, this was also supplemented by
funding from the Department of Education and Skills
to pay for the necessary works and to
purchase the PPE that would be used.

Demo Room Demolition

Our Junior Science Laboratory was also modified to
accommodate our Leaving Certificate Applied class as
they engage in a good deal of project work and they
like being located next to the Canteen.

A core group of teachers were employed as aides
including Mr. Hickey, Mr Carew, Mr. Halligan and Mr.
Mullins to assist our Caretaker Tom Neville in removing all of the excess furniture from our classrooms to
maximise the space for student desks.

New LCA Classroom

First Year Classroom

The Table Tennis Room underwent a conversion into
a classroom witha teachers computer, overhead
projector and blinds along with new notice boards
and white boards being installed. It was separated
from the old gym, now our Canteen dining area by a
new partition.

Our local painting contractor Philly Keaty pulled out
all the stops to ensure that the entire school got a
fresh coat of paint with the corridors painted in the
school colours making them bright and spotlessly
clean.
New Picnic Benches
16 new benches were purchased for the backyard
area to provide an outdoor seating area for boys to
use at break and lunchtime. They have proven to be
particularly popular with our Junior Cycle students.

The Demonstration Room had its tiered seating and
plinth removed and was converted into a Staff Room
for our teachers and SNA’s as teachers would no
longer have their own classroom but would instead
have a workstation of their own in one of the three
staffrooms provided. We now have three Staffrooms
that each have a fridge, microwave and kettle along
with their own photocopiers.
First Year students enjoying their lunch at the
picnic benches
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Canteen – New Providers

New Store Room

Our Canteen was contracted out to a new
service provider over the summer and Park Foods
of Holycross are now offering lovely tasty soups,
dinners, rolls, pizzas, paninis and much more to
everyone’s delight.

To store our stock of PPE and cleaning equipment a
new Storage Room was built internally in the
building. It has been fitted with a new washing
machine, tumble dryer, sink, countertop and shelving for storage. It has made coping with Covid-19
much easier for the cleaning staff and the Caretaker.
Practical Subjects
Our Technology, Woodwork, Art ,Music and
Technical Graphics classes have thankfully been able
to continue with the provision of cleaning equipment
for the tools and the spacing of the students. Great
credit must go to their teachers for how they have
adapted
to
the
current
challenges.

Sport and PE
Our Sports Department have found ways to
continue with the provision of a meaningful PE
session for students for 1 hour and 20 minutes per
week. Students can tog out in our PE Hall with their
masks on and the doors open whilst physically
distanced.

ICT
We have purchased twenty new laptops and a
mobile
stand
for storing
and
charging
overnight. They can be used in any classroom .In LCA
they can be used to complete Key Assignments when
the computer rooms are unavailable. Transition Year
students can use them for their YSI, BT Young Scientist and other projects. At Senior Cycle they will be
used for students studying Careers and exploring
their CAO options as well as project work. Hopefully
in 2021 a second set will be purchased for the
school.
Lead Worker Representative (LWR)
Ms. Aine O’Mahoney volunteered to fulfil the
role of LWR for the year. As part of her work she
has responsibility for attending meetings with the
Principal, Teaching Staff, Cleaning Staff and
Caretaker with regards to all things Covid-19.

Ms. O’Mahoney’s duties include displaying signage
to inform staff and students on all Covid-19 safety
measures, liaising with the cleansing staff and
Toilet Blocks
Management to develop new cleaning regimes and
rosters and monitoring all PPE and hand
Our Toilet blocks had hot water and new hand dryers
sanitisers.
installed. The toilet blocks are cleaned on numerous
occasions throughout the day and we are very
Ms. O’Mahoney’s work as the LWR over recent
grateful to our cleaning staff for all the work they
months has been invaluable in ensuring the safety of
have and continue to carry out on a daily basis in our
the students, staff and visitors to the school and we
classrooms, on the corridors and in offices.
owe her a huge debt of gratitude for her work.
First Years PE
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Heaven. While working as an effective team as
Principal and Deputy in the school they enjoyed a
We offer our sympathies to Michael and Anne
healthy rivalry on the golf course, neither of whom
O’ Dwyer of Curraghpoor, Donaskeigh, Tipperary
fully trusted the other.
on the passing of their son Eoin on the 19th February 2020.Eoin is a former student of the Abbey Br. Burke’s strident gait down the corridor allied to
School. We also offer our sympathies to Rachel his his booming voice when employed ensured that
wife, his sisters Anne-Marie, Michelle and brothers pupils had a healthly respect for him during his
Conor and Thomas O’ Dwyer (6th year). Our years in Tipperary. Yet he was always ready to
thoughts and prayers are with you and your family. understand and support his students and has left a
positive mark on all who came within his orbit.
The Passing of the Guard
People of Tipperary along with staff and past pupils
The year 2020 has brought sadness to many
of the Abbey are deeply indebted to both for their
families, not least to the McMahon family of
years of devoted service. We offer our deepest
Tipperary town and the Burke family of Castlesympathy
to
their
respective
families.
comer, Co.Kilkenny. The passing of Paddy McMahGo ndeana Dia trocaire orthu.I measc na naomh go
on took place in August while Br. Liam de Burka
raibh an beirt acu.
(Br. Burke) went to his eternal reward two weeks
later. Both had contributed much to Tipperary The Passing of Brother Patrick O’Connell
town and to The Abbey School.
There was great sadness locally following the
The vibrant and versatile Paddy McMahon took up passing of former Nenagh CBS teacher Brother
a teaching post in the Abbey in early 1950. There Patrick O’ Connell on Sunday 29th March. He was a
he joined Patrick Noonan and Dave McCarthy, the native of Newcastlewest, Co. Limerick, Brother O’
three of whom along with various Christian Broth- Connell was well known for his promotion of the
ers united as a teaching team to set an impressive Rice Cup hurling competition, and under 14
benchmark for all who followed. Paddy taught tournament for Christian Brothers Schools set up
English, French, Greek, Latin and, in his later years, in 1944.
German.
He first trained a Rice Cup team in Templemore
Paddy was irrepressible. His infectious sense of CBS in 1967 before he won it with them in 1969
humour, his unbridled enthusiasm and his against Charleville CBS. He moved to work in
imaginative composition when recalling (or Nenagh CBS and trained them to their second win
creating) accounts of past events endeared him to in the completion in 1988.
everybody. He was known and admired throughWarm tributes were paid by some of the players
out the town. His prowess on the golf course, his
who played under Brother O’ Connell, including
shrewdness at the game of Bridge and his all round
former Kiladangan and Waterford defender Brian
bubbling personality ensured that he was ‘a larger
Flannery who was part of that 1988 Rice Cup
than life’ icon in Tipperary Town.
winning team.
One of the Christian Brothers with whom Paddy
“He was hugely influential to me and so many
worked closely was Br. Burke, Principal from 1981
others that passed through Nenagh CBS.
to 1986. That Paddy has passed the 100 year
Remember fondly the lunch time leagues and
figure while Br. Burke had only reached 92 will l
training after school,” he said
likely lead to cheerful banter between them in
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Current Tipperary senior hurling manager Liam
Sheedy also was tutored by Brother O’ Connell
and said: “He had a massive impact on so many of
our hurling careers throughout our time in Nenagh
CBS”

Board of Management
Chairperson: Michael Martin
Secretary: John Kiely ( Principal)
Trustee Representatives: Miriam McCormack and
Brian Devlin
Parent Representatives: Liza Gleeson and
Since the 1980’s Brother O’ Connell almost single
Michael Devlin
handedly kept the Rice Cup competition alive
Teacher Representatives: Ms. Nora Quinn and Mr.
through his work as Secretary, Chairperson and
Conor Hayes
President. For any team that won the Rice Cup or
Westcourt Cup, Brother O’ Connell was usually the Can you tell a story in exactly six words?
man who presented it to the winning captain.
Once asked to write a full story in six words, legend
Ar dheis De go raibh a anam dilis.
School Staff

has it that novelist Ernest Hemingway responded:
For Sale: baby shoes, never worn.

This year we welcome back Ms. Julie King, Ms. First Year students were given the same challenge.
Joanne Flynn, Ms. Ann Marie Hally, Ms. Marilyn Below are the winning submissions from 1A1
O’Connell and also Anne Marie Ruby. A new
Born empty handed. Died heavenly laden .
(Harry Hartigan)
member of staff: Annette Hartnett has settled in
well in her role of SNA.
Started with rivals. Finished with friends.
(Jack Ryan)
Feel like quitting. Remember your journey.
Student Council
(Cormac McGrath)
Student Council officers 2020-2021:
Chairperson:
Ben Cosgrave
Secretary:
Shane Maher
Deputy Secretary:
Eoin Reardon
PRO:
Matthew Burke
Deputy PRO:
Tadhg Gubbins
Each class group has at least one student
representative elected.

Student Council 2020-2021

Other notable submissions
Scores sixty five. Umpire waves wide.
(Eoghan Patrick Ryan)
Woke up. Beautiful day. September 11th.
(Bartosz Wawszczyk)
Best friends, severely sick, gradually fading.
(Donnagh Diggins)

Six Word Story Winners
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Another first for the Abbey – A Live Open Morning Webinar
On Wednesday 21st of October the Abbey held its
first “Open Morning” Webinar live on Zoom. This
was a massive undertaking with new videos
commissioned especially for the occasion. We had
video’s containing interviews with our current first
years and how they were settling into school as
well as a video on the many subjects available in
the school and the specialist classrooms that are
available for Music, Technology, Construction,
Woodwork, Art and Technical Graphics.

Thomastown .S, Cappawhite N.S., Donaskeigh N.S.,
Mount Bruis N.S., and Galbally N.S. A large number
of parents of 6th class boys also tuned in to the
“Open Morning” from their workplaces and at
home.

Covid-19 has made us become very flexible and
innovative in our approach to aspects of our lives
that we never could have imagined. Zoom and the
help we got from Denny Ahern of IMS in
Limerick in running the event online were crucial
There was also a video on the many sporting to its success. Thanks to all who helped out in
opportunities that are available in the school in PE organising the videos and on the day itself. Well
classes, at lunchtime, after school and in done.
representing the Abbey in the green, white and
black. Our Transition Years students, Shane O’
Connor and Adam Lohan spoke of their
experiences and projects that they are involved
in to date in Transition Year and LCA student Evan
Hawkins spoke on why he chose LCA and why he
was enjoying that programme so much.
Finally our Sixth year students gave some testimony on their six years in the school and how they
have enjoyed their time in the Abbey with the
many friends that they have made along the way.
Our First-year, Year Head Ms. O’Donnell and Ms.
McCarthy a first-year tutor gave a short
presentation on how the students are supported in
their transition from Primary to Secondary. Mr.
Hickey one of our PE teachers spoke about sport in
the school and our Careers Guidance teacher Mr.
Hayes spoke of how we support our Leaving
Certificate Students in their preparation for further
education in Third level.
We had a tremendous attendance on the day with
students in sixth class tuning in many from
Primary schools including The Monatery, Bansha
N.S, Tankerstown N.S., Lisvernane N.S, Cullen N.S,

Mr. Hayes and Mr. Hickey participating in our
“Open Morning” webinar

LCA Student’s Charity Fundraiser
Leaving Certificate Applied students Josh Flannery,
Jack Ryan and Evan Hawkins raised €275 for Circle
of Friends, local cancer support charity. The boys
organised a soccer tournament for First year
students and a raffle for students and staff.
Jack Ryan and
Evan Hawkins
with Mr. Tom
O’ Donoghue
from Circle of
Friends
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The Abbey Angus Team win 5 Aberdeen Angus Calves
Last September five of our transition year students
Darragh Barlow, Conor Farrell, Liam Hayes, Seán
Gubins and Michael Coman embarked on a journey to
win five Angus calves. They entered the Certified Irish
Angus schools competition. This competition is run
each year by the Irish Angus producer group. The aim
of the competition is to highlight the benefits of Irish
Angus beef to both the consumer farmer and the
school community.

ABP, Kepak, Tesco, Department of Agriculture and
Agriaware. After a busy day in Croke park explaining
to the judges how we promoted the breed and all
benefits of Irish Angus beef, we were delighted to win
the 5 Irish Angus calves.

In a normal year the students would receive the
calves at the National Ploughing Championships. This
year things had to change. Instead of the boys
travelling to meet the calves, the calves were
The first part of the journey was to make a video. This delivered to the school. This was a special day ,not
video was about how the students were going to go only for the students directly involved but the
about raising the profile of the breed. A lot of effort
entire school and staff as they were all part of the
was put into this video and the boys were lucky to get success. The calves are grazing happily in the Glen of
selected to go through to the next round. The next
Aherlow, on one of the student’s farms. They
step was an interview which took place in Limerick.
continue to be a major part of the school’s busy life
This interview looked at what they were planning to as there are constant updates regarding diet, weight
do and what they had already done . The students
gain and the work involved in producing quality
were successful in the interview and this is when the sustainable nutritious beef. Class trips are organised
real work started. The team were then selected to
to ensure all students and staff get to experience the
participate in the All-Ireland which would take place animals and enjoy country life.
in Croke Park.
A wide number of activities were undertaken at this
stage. A number of highlights included, speaking on
the local radio station, making videos with local vets
and Teagasc advisers, writing a cook book which was
full of amazing nutritious recipes involving Irish Angus
Beef. This book was made available to all parents of
students in the school. A booklet with a list of all the
Irish Angus bulls available through AI was also put
together. This was available to all local farmers
through the Coop and other businesses around the
area. One of the highlights of the competition was the
day we brought a prize winning Irish Angus bull into
the Abbey. The bull was paraded around the school.
Students and teachers got the opportunity to
witness firsthand how impressive this breed is.
When the day finally arrived in Croke Park, an early
departure from Tipperary meant we were fully
organised and ready for judging. The panel of judges
included people from The Irish Angus Producer group,

Abbey Angus students
Darragh Barlow,
Conor Farrell, Liam Hayes,
Seán Gubbins and Michael
Coman

Aberdeen Angus calves arrive to The Abbey
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Leaving Certificate 2020

must be acknowledged, this played a huge part in
driving the lads on to realise their potential and
The Leaving Certificate 2020 calculated grades
achieve their respective successes.
results were issued later than usual, on Monday,
September 07th. There was an anxious wait for all
students concerned after already enduring a very
disconcerting final term to their post-primary
education. Within the school on the morning of
results issuing, a feeling of emptiness prevailed.
We did not have the usual hub of activity around
the school foyer and awaited phone calls and
emails from the students to discuss their options.
Friday, September 11th at 2pm heralded the
release of CAO round 1 offers which saw points
increase across almost every faculty of university
and college course. The vast majority of our
Patrick O’Callaghan achieved maximum point 625
students were very happy with their results and
in his Leaving Certificate.
Patrick with Mr. John Kiely, Principal.
course offers but as always there are some for who
the first choice just was not to be.
The uncertainty of the pandemic for the last nine
months has taught us, that nothing in life can be
completely mapped out and for the students who
were initially disappointed, all are now content if
not happier with their second or subsequent
choices. What is for you does not pass you!
As always, we have a wide geographic spread to
where our students are studying. UL, LIT, Mary
Immaculate College, UCC and CIT proved to be the
feeder education institutions of choice for the class
of 2020. Of those who did not progress to
universities or institutes of technology, all are
currently engaged in Post Leaving Certificate
courses or Apprenticeships. The school is very
proud of the hard work and commitment, in every
aspect of school life, of all the students in both
Leaving Certificate Established and Leaving
Certificate Applied 2020 and wishes them well in
their future studies and employment. The
resilience shown by this particular group in times
of such great uncertainty is admirable and is
something that will stand to them throughout their
lives and not just during their studies. Also, the
dedication and effort from all the teaching staff

Mr. John Kiely , Principal with Leaving Certificate students
Ciarán Crowe, Denis Klimonov, Adam Dunne,
Darragh Collins & Graham Bourke

Mr. John Kiely , Principal with Leaving Certificate students
Niall Sharpe, Andrew Richardson,
Micheál O’Dwyer & Andrew Richardson
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Brother Thomas Horgan Scholarship

personal development of all our recipients.
Congratulations and well done to all of this year’s
Congratulations to Darragh Collins 6th Year
worthy winners.
(2019-2020) recipient of The Abbey School Brother
Thomas Horgan Scholarship. Darragh is now Merit Awards Winners 2020
studying a Bachelor of Education in PE and English at
the University of Limerick. Our scholarship is open Extra-Curricular Achievements
to all Sixth year students and provides the winning
Will Hogan, Daniel Ryan
recipient with both financial and mentoring support
for all of his third level education .It is awarded Courage and Resilience in Adversity
following an application and interview process Thomas O’ Dwyer
conducted by the scholarship trustees Mr. Conor
Academic Excellence in Junior Certificate, Class of
Hayes, Ms. Áine O’Mahoney and Mr. Michael
2019 Brian Marnane
O’Dwyer. The application process for our current
Sixth year students will open later in the school Academic Excellence in Leaving Certificate, Class of
2019 Tadhg Carew , Brian O’ Donovan
year.
The Edmund Rice Awards
First Year
Donnacha Cleary
Second Year
Robbie McGrath
Third Year
Liam Carew
Transition Year
Evan Hawkins
5th Year
Donagh Hickey
6th Year
Sean Dowdall
LCA2
Kieran Ryan
2020 Academic Excellence Awards
First Year
Joseph Howard
Darragh Collins 2020 Scholarship Recipient
Second Year
William Quirke
Third Year
Shane O’Connor
Transition Year
Darragh Barlow
Merit Awards
Fifth Year
Bartosz Sztyber
The annual Merit Awards is one of the most special
Sixth Year
Niall Sharpe
and prestigious occasions of the year, a time to
Thomas Rhatigan
acknowledge not only academic excellence, but also
LCA
Danny Barry
the achievements of those who are entrepreneurs
and performers, leaders and all-rounders.
We would like to thank both staff and students for
participating in the selection and voting process,
which this year was done online. Finally, we would
like to extend our gratitude and appreciation to
parents, teachers and the wider community for their
efforts in supporting and enhancing the whole
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Transition Year 2019-2020
TY Students Take Action for Biodiversity

Live without Limits

February of 2019 saw the Green-Schools TY Team in
The Abbey taking positive action for the
environment with the setting of a mini forest at the
front of the school. Tipperary County Council kindly
funded the trees which were all native species including ash, hazel, rowan and scots pine. In all 26
trees were planted with the indispensable and
enthusiastic help from local biodiversity expert
Albert Nolan. The morning saw the students divided
into teams where they learned very quickly, thanks
to the stony ground, the handling a shovel, a pick
and a sledge wasn’t as easy as it looked, however
they got into the swing of it and managed to dig all
the holes required. They drove the stakes to secure
the tress, and then with great care and pride each
group planted their tree. Where there had been
barren, stumpy ground there was now a new
habitat for wildlife and due to the height of the
trees there was instant impact. All credit is due to
the hard work of the students who put in a hard day
of labour but one that they can be proud of for
many years to come.

Last year our 2019/2020 TY year group were
involved in an incredibly successful Young Social
Innovators Campaign “ Live Without Limits”. We
received a Highly Commended Award in the “ Make
Our World A Better Place for Young People”
category. The team came so far, competing against
400 other projects and we are incredibly proud of
the boys for all of their hard work. The project was
important in our school and local community to
raise awareness about Autism and develop
resources to support people with Autism. We have
created a Sensory Room in our school and we are
delighted that there has been progress on
developing a Sensory Corner in the local Excel. The
project has an exceptional catalyst in all these
movements. Again, we are incredibly thankful to
our fantastic TY students and teachers ( Ms. Jolene
Carey, Ms. Niamh McCarthy, Ms. Clara Ryan & Mr.
Darren Carew) for taking this project on board and
making it very successful. We also thank, Anne
Bradshaw ( HSE– Gold Star Project), Maureen O’
Halloran ( Tipperary Autism Support Group) and
Nicholas Ryan Purcell ( Past Pupil) for their guidance
and support throughout this project. Finally, a huge
thank you to businesses who purchased Halloween
Pumpkins & Christmas cards in 2019. We are
incredibly grateful for your generosity . It is
something that will resonate with us for years to
come.

Liam Hayes, Sean Gubbins & Michael Coman
TY Green-School Committee planting trees.
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Transition Year 2020-2021
Headstrong Programme - Cycle Against Suicide
Cycle Against Suicide Secondary evidence based
Schools’ Programme – HEADSTRONG is designed as a
whole school approach to mental health. It supports
mental health education in schools, reduces stigma,
promotes resilience and fosters a sense of belonging
among young people. Many of the TY students are
ambassadors for the programme. They chose
Wellbeing in Sport" as the first theme of the project.
They researched key areas such as pressure in sport,
benefits of sport to mental and physical health, how
sport is inclusive to people who identify as LGBTI+. In
addition to all of this they carried out interviews with
Mr. John Kiely (Limerick Senior Hurling Manager) and
Mr. Conor Sweeney (Tipperary Senior Football
Captain) on the area of wellbeing in the GAA. The
finished off by organising a soccer tournament for the
Second and Third year students. They promoted
getting all students active while also raising money for
the Cycle Against Suicide charity.

“There is nothing like a dame' from the show South Pacific.
The boys collaborated to learn the music and actions and
filmed it outside. They recorded the voice tracks individually
which was is edited to produce the finished video.

Inside Out Project

TY Ambassadors with their cheque for
Cycle Against Suicide charity

Transition Year Music
The first group of TY students have been working hard
on an alternative musical experience fit for Covid-19
times. The students will be working on their singing,
dancing and acting skills during rehearsals and filming
these musical scenes outdoors.

Four TY students, Seán Kingston, Adam Lohan,
Darragh O' Brien and Ben Ryan are working on an
innovative community project titled "Inside Out"
which includes the HSE, An Garda Síochána, The Irish
Prison Service and TY students from St. Anne's and St.
Ailbe's. This collaborative project aims to explore the
impact of crime on people with disabilities and older
people in the community. Students are currently
taking part in crime awareness workshops. They will
then conduct surveys to explore how many people
have been impacted by crime. They will present their
findings to a group of women participants at the
prison. Many thanks to Anne Bradshaw (HSE) and Des
Bell (An Garda Síochána) for their time and energy in
coordinating this initiative which promotes
partnership among many community stakeholders.
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Young Social Innovator –Y.S.I

Transition Year Tennis

Our 2020-2021 Young Social Innovator Project is
titled, “Use Your Head, Use Your Helmet”. The aim
of this project is to promote helmet wearing among
our school population( and further afield) to reduce
the incidences of minor brain injury in cyclist
accidents.

The Transition Year students have recently began
taking part in weekly tennis lesson with Sinead
Dunne, who is a very talented tennis player. She will
be attending the school teaching the TY students
the main skills and techniques associated with the
sport. She will be visiting twice a week , one day
with the TY1 group and another day with the TY2
group. The days will alter each week, to avoid the
same group missing the same class repetitively. On
some occasions, the Transition Years will be playing
in Rosanna Tennis Court.

The boys are actively working on this project on a
week to week basis. They are currently completing
a Safe Cycling Course with Jim Kissane and it has
been very effective. We are also working with the
HSE and ABI Ireland and we are due to launch a
yearly planner for the coming year that is made up
using our own artwork.
Two of TY students designed a prototype device to
encourage helmet wearing, it is effectively an alarm
system that will remind you to put on your helmet
(similar to a seatbelt in a car). Parents and
guardians are encouraged to promote the project
on social media by sharing our Facebook posts and
following our Instagram, use_your_head_use _your_helmet
In early Spring next year, we are launching a
fundraiser to raise much needed funds for ABI
Ireland ( Acquired Brain Injury Ireland) our vision is
to create a 5, 5, 5 Campaign. We will cycle 5
kilometers, donate €5 and tag 5 people on our
social media platforms to do the same .This would
be a huge step in the right direction to
promote road safety for all.

ECDL
Transition Years are currently completing their ECDL
Course in Computer Class. This is a wonderful life
skill which will benefit them in the future. Pictured
is Shane O’Connor and Steven Franks who have received their Silver ECDL Certificates for completing
eight of the eleven ECDL modules so far this year
Steven Franks and
Shane O’Connor TY
ECDL students

TY Advocacy Initiative

Jim Kissane with some of our TY YSI group.

As part of the TY advocacy initiative our students
are creating Christmas Cards for the vulnerable in
our local community such as the nursing homes and
the Circle of Friends Cancer support centre. We will
send them these cards along with other gifts in
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hope to raise spirits during these tough times.

TY students Gavin Cussen, Liam Carew & Shane O’Connor
launching the TY Advocacy Initiative

The Abbey School
•

The Impact of Robotic Assistance on Farms
Has on Mental Health and Animal Welfare,
Cormac Donovan.

•

Assessing the Impact of Second-Level
Education on Key Aspects of Adolescents’ Life
and Development,
Shane O’Connor and Liam Carew

Well done so far to all groups on their fantastic
research and presentations, skills that will stand to
them in the future.
TY Soccer Tournament
On the 26th November Transition Years students
organised a soccer tournament for all TY students.
All monies raises were donated to The Irish Cancer
Society.

Patrick Downey, Liam Carew, Colin O’Grady, Shane O’Connor, Gavin Cussen, Evan Kennedy & Daniel Moloney
TY Advocacy Initiative Group

Winners of the TY Soccer Tournament

Conor Martin, Cian O’Dwyer, Gavin O’Meara and
Max Reardon delivering care packages

BT Young Scientist
The school continues with tradition in the BT Young
Scientist competition this year with three excellent
research projects for the exhibition this year. The
projects are as follows:
•

The Effects on Lower Joints from Playing
Socccer on An Astro Turf Surface, Darrargh
O’Brien.

Sean Cannon Winner of the Penalty Shootout
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Transition Year Rock An Thorabh Walk

TY Trip to the Galtees

The group set off with Ms. Quinn, Mr. Sweeney,
Mr. Mullins and Mr. Carew and began to make
their way up. The weather was divine on the
morning in question. They flew up the road and
made the first stop of the day at O’Briens Well.
From there, everyone ascended up into the Rock
An Thorabh car park where they re-grouped again.
The walk up was blessed by sunshine and the
absence of rain. At the Rock, lunch was eaten and
everyone enjoyed the view. After this the group
continued onwards towards Christ The King. Again,
there was a stop for lunch and a short photo shoot.
In total, the walk was a quick 16km.

The year met again to climb the Galtee Mountains.
The guide for the day was Mike Moroney. Apart
from a few short breaks for story-telling and a drink
of water, he let everyone go at their own speed.
The main break on the way was at Lough Curra
where a few brave souls stopped for a swim. From
this, Mike sent the group straight up into the fog in
order to get to the top. The weather posed a
challenge but helped give everyone an experience
in mountaineering. At the top, there was time for a
sandwich and picture before beginning the descent
down. The group made the journey down in record
short time and arrived back in the car park 40 mins
before we expected. These two walks have given
everyone experiences that they wouldn’t have
gotten in school before
and allowed
people to get to know each other better. As the
year progresses, its hoped that the trips will be
further afield.

Mike Moroney guiding our boys
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Maths Week 2020

Abbey Art

Congratulations to all our TY and First Year students
who took part in this year’s Maths week activities. As
part of Maths Week 2020, all First year students took
part in a Maths quiz followed by a Maths treasure
hunt which took them all around the school grounds
and gave them the opportunity to put Maths into
action. Facilitated by our TY students, the activities
were a great success. The enthusiasm and, at
times slightly over-competitive teamwork shown by
all participants made for great fun. Well done to all
concerned!

The Art Department has had a busy first term with all
year groups. In their choice subject tasters,
First Years got a great insight into the Art world as
they created a colourful lino print which in now on
display and lit up in our corridor. Second Years did
comparison portraits and saw how their drawing
skills had developed since they took on Art last year.

The winners of our Maths Week treasure hunt and their
team leader proudly showing off their “ treasure”

Science Week

First Year Lino Print

We had a range of activities ongoing this week;
Science Spelling B’s, Second Year Quizzes,
Research Projects, Poster Competitions, Emoji Quizzes, Models, Riddles and Sports Science & Science
Experiments. Well done to our fantastic students
who engaged in all our activities and some who have
won.

Second Year Art

Science Week Winners

Senior Cycle Art

The Abbey School
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LGBTI+ Awareness Day 2020

College Awareness Week 2020

Stand up Awareness Day took place on Friday 20th
November 2020. This was a day where students
and staff joined together and took a stand against
homophobic, biphobic and transphobic bullying.
Staff and students showed their support by wearing
different colours and being part of our school’s
LGBTI+ Pride rainbow flag .In some classes teachers
had an informed discussion with their students on
some of the key issues that many young LGBTI+
people experience.

College Awareness Week took place from November
23rd – 27th nationally. In The Abbey, the underlying
theme for our school was "Aspire, Achieve and Excel"
for all students. Activities included career
investigations, interviews with teachers on their
college routes, college/career focused essay
competitions, points calculation exercises, live
webinars and recorded sessions from various third
level institutions (LIT, UL, Mary Immaculate College,
CIT and NUIG). 1st Years created a large "Jobs &
Careers" story board detailing their career
aspirations, college choices and even made college ID
cards to complement it. A group with huge potential
in the years ahead. We are keeping this safe and will
hopefully display it at their graduation in 2025. It will
be interesting to see how this group of students
progress and if they are still interested in similar
career areas on graduation from The Abbey.

Vibrant display to highlight our LGBTI+
Awareness Day created by our LCA students.

Patrick O’ Connor ( 1A1) and Mark Flanagan ( 1A2)
Student Council members with the College & Careers Collage
made by 1st Years
Junior Cycle Students

Fifth Year students showing their support
for LGBTI+ Awareness Day

The highlight for all was the video content we
received from our former students. Thank you to the
lads who went to time and effort of putting these
detailed and insightful recordings together. We
received much more content than was possible to
share online. It was viewed by students in the school
and some more videos will be posted on school
media in the coming weeks. Students and teachers
are very grateful for these videos. Authentic and
genuine information which is invaluable to our
current students and better than one would find on
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any college website. Teachers were also delighted to I am going to get all the education I can on Wood
see .
Technology. I know that if I make hurleys, I will put
care and love into the craft, because hurling isn’t just
Thanks to all students, staff, parents and third level a sport, it’s a religion. I think that by making hurleys, I
institutions who contributed to all the activities, can give customers that joy and excitement that I get
especially 1st and TY students who were the College every time I buy a new hurley. Even if I do not
Aware ambassadors for the school. Great success in become a carpenter, I can always make hurleys part
these challenging times. Congratulations to Conor O’ time.
Donoghue (1A2) winner of the 1st Year careers essay
Although hurley making is a passion of mine, it is not
competition and to Harry Hartigan (1A1) winner of
the only reason I would like to be a carpenter. Before
the 1st Year careers crossword competition
I even started secondary school, I was excited to try
Woodwork. The idea of working with wood from
trees and turning it into items or furniture really
appeals to me. I knew for certain after trying
Woodwork I enjoyed it. Now it is really looking to be a
career for me!

TY Students, Darragh Buckley, Adam Lohan and
Darragh O' Brien, (all past of Cullen National School)
were student leaders for College Awareness Week activities

I find it quite satisfying to cut, carve, sand and chisel
wood into the shape I want. I think it would be great
if I could make ornaments for a Christmas tree, make
a picture frame, or even create little toys for younger
kids to play with. I can already see myself making
little customised hurleys with my family’s names on
them or for a customer. I’d love to know that I
brought joy to someone when they received a gift
that they would like to have.

Also, having skills with wood can be very handy for
everyday things, if the dinner table leg is broken, no
problem! Or maybe I could cut planks to scale to
My Future Career Will Make A Difference
create the floor in a new building, creating surface for
College Awareness Week Competition 2020
people to live on, make memories on. Or maybe I
My name is Conor. I am in first year in The Abbey could make the bodies of musical instruments, like
School. I want to be a carpenter. Carpentry is a craft I guitars and pianos. They have to come from someam very fascinated by. I would love to do it in future where!
years. What really got me thinking about carpentry
All in all, carpentry is a big part of our lives whether
was, just a few months ago when I bought a new you know it or not. We take many things in everyday
hurley. As usual, the few days I waited for it to be life for granted, like tables, chairs, shelves,
made, were exciting and tense. Anyone who plays wardrobes, drawers, counter-tops and doors, the
hurling knows the joy and excitement of getting a frames of couches, roofs, musical instruments, and
new hurley. I am currently waiting on another hurley pictures. What would we have if we did not have
to arrive. Every morning, I wake up happily thinking wood? So, in a way, carpentry brings joy, safety,
comfort and love to our lives in more ways than one.
that it is one day closer to having the plank of wood
This is how I want to make an impact on our lives and
in my hands. I realised I would love to make hurleys!
future generations to come.
You don’t have to be a carpenter to make hurleys, but
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The Abbey Sports News
The Abbey Sports Awards 2020
There was no official Award

U15 Football : Liam Finane

Ceremony this year to celebrate

U15 Hurling : Robbie McGrath

the sporting achievements of The

U16 Rugby: Ben Ryan

Abbey students. However the

U16.5 Football : Micheal Lowry

winners were announced through

U16.5 Hurling : Orrin Jones

Facebook Live in May during the

Senior Rugby: James Kenndy

school closures. The winners are as Senior Football: Donagh Hickey
follows.

Senior Hurling : Robbie Byron

1st year Soccer : Alex Webster

Sports Star of the Year: Niall

1st year Hurling: Dara O Hora

Sharpe

U15 Rugby : Oran Kelly

Niall Sharpe Sports Star of the Year 2020
with P.E Teachers, Mr. Kieran Hickey,
Mr. Michael Hanly, Mr. Sean Mullins
and Mr. John Kiely, Principal.

Sports Day 2020

The Abbey Sports Day is running over 40 years and the school were eager to keep this proud tradition going
during the Covid-19 lockdown. Our virtual Sports Day was a way to finish the school year on a high and
provide students, staff and wider community with
a welcome distraction from the lockdown
This year’s Sports Day activities were very different to our traditional sports day. Staff and past pupils set
online challenges ranging from hurling and football skills to push up challenges and dizzy penalties. A group of
teachers from school managed each team and got students to send in their video entries online. Scores were
awarded for each individual entry received so everyone could play a part on the day and extra points were
awarded for the winning entries, which were posted on the school social media pages each day. These entries
were used to decide what team won the annual Abbey Sports Day trophy competed for between the schools
four sports day teams, The Pumas, The Pythons, The Sharks and the reigning champions The Falcons.
We had many celebrities who took part in our challenges throughout the week. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank everyone who took part in Sports Week 2020 in any way, from the celebrities and past
pupils for setting challenges to all the teachers who worked tirelessly all week to keep your videos posted and
count the points. We would especially like to thank all you students who took part because without you none
of this would have been possible. Every year you are the ones who bring the energy, you are the ones who
bring the drive and you are the ones that make sports day what it is.
After a fantastic week of activities, hundreds of videos and some great memories , The Pumas were the
winning team. We will never forget this Sports Week and even though we were all apart in our own homes we
showed true Abbey spirit by coming together online .

The Abbey School
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Munster Senior College Football Final Match
Saturday February 1st 2020
Munster Senior Colleges Football Final
Abbey CBS 0-08
Patrician Academy 3-06

In the closing minutes of the half the Abbey men
struggled to break down Mallows blanket defence but
they fought valiantly to the bitter end. While the
score may not do their efforts full justice they took
the game to their opponents throughout. Raymond
Kelly and Brian Roche were impressive in a defence
that was expertly marshalled by Donagh Hickey at
centre back. At midfield Eoin Marnane worked hard
and was ably assisted by Diarmuid Looby who was a
huge loss to the Abbey when he was forced off
injured 3mins into the second half.

The Abbey CBS gallant effort to claim provincial
glory came unstuck against a talented Patrician
Academy, Mallow in Fitzgerald Park, Kilmallock . The
Cork side got off to the best possible start when
forward Barry O’Shea slipped past the Abbey rear
guard to score a fortuitous goal. In the opening quarter the Avondhu men played free flowing football
Upfront they worked hard with Jack O’Halloran and
with Tadgh O’Mahoney showing well but a
Micheál Lowry’s work rate particularly impressive.
combination of tough shooting conditions and
Tony O’Neill showed well in the inside line and he
disciplined Abbey defending held Mallow at bay.
tried to take the game to the opposition at every
As the half progress the Abbey gained a foothold in opportunity. Niall Sharpe who was probably the
the game and clawed their way back into the game. Abbeys’ standout performer on the day also
Tony O’Neill and Eoghan Lonergan kicked fine scores. contributed in attack and defence and epitomised the
They were unlucky when they pulled the Mallow Abbey spirit on the day.
defence apart but Tony O’Neills’s low drive past the
While the Abbey will regret missed opportunities in
advancing Thomas Hickey in the Patrician goal went
the game they lost nothing in defeat and with many
just wide before the half’s conclusion to leave the
of the side underage for next will look forward to the
score 1-0 to 0-03 at the interval.
2020/21 campaign with renewed confidence and
On the resumption the Tipperary Town outfit put the optimism
pressure on their opponents. Unfortunately for them,
Abbey CBS: Darren Heuston (Arravale Rovers), Raythey didn’t fully turn the screw when only
mond Kelly
(Arravale Rovers), Kelan O'Connor
registering two points from the boot of O’Neill and
(Galtee Rovers),Brian Roche (Arravale Rovers), Eoin
Arravale
Rovers’
Caleb
Molloy
Hickey.
Marnane (Golden Kilfeacle) Donagh Hickey (Arravale
Rovers) Niall Sharpe (Arravale Rovers) Diarmuid LooThose missed opportunities would come back to
by (Lattin Cullen) Eoghan Lonergan (Arravale Rovers)
haunt when the ever impressive Barry O’Shea fired in
Michael Lowry (Arravale Rovers) Robbie Byron
a breakaway goal to leave the score 2-02 to 0-05 on
(Galtee Rovers) Jack O Halloran (Lattin Cullen) Tony O
the 46 minute mark. The Abbey to their credit fought
Neill (Lattin Cullen) Jim Quirke (Galtee Rovers) Shane
to the bitter end and attacked their Cork
Maher (Arravale Rovers)
opponents in waves for the final quarter but this
would ultimately lead to their downfall. Conor Subs Used: Caleb Molloy Hickey (Arravale Rovers) for
Corbett took advantage of a one-on-one situation and D Looby (inj), David Harold Barry (Galtee Rovers) for
neatly tucked his shot into the bottom right-hand cor- S Maher, Orrin Jones (Kickhams) for J Quirke, Ben
ner of the net.
Carey (Aherlow) for M Lowry.
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U16 ½ Football Munster Quarter Final
Further points from Micheál Lowry and Orrin Jones
The Abbey School advances into the Munster
put the Abbey 2 points up with 3 minutes to go.
semi final after beating a strong Midleton CBS side.
Great leadership from Raymond Kelly and impact
The Abbey School, Tipperary got the better of from the subs brought on ensured the Abbey held
Midleton CBS in the Páirc Uí Chaoimh all-weather back the waves of Midleton attacks. A late 45 put
field on Wednesday the 26th of February winning on over the bar in the dying moments of the match
a score line of 3-08 to 2-10 to advance into the from the east Cork side was too little too late as the
Munster Semi-final.
Abbey team emerged victorious winning 3-08 to 2The match was lucky to be played in the excellent 10 and they now look forward to a Munster semi
facilities in Páirc Uí Chaoimh on the all-weather field final in the coming week against Cork opposition
and the fast nature of the pitch was conducive to a (By Brian Marnane and Caleb Molloy Hickey)
fast flowing game. The Abbey went ahead with
scores from Conor Martin and a free from Orrin
Jones. Midleton worked the ball well into the Abbey
half and scored their first score of the match. Pin
point kickouts from Taylor-Allen Flynn took
advantage of the mark rule with Ben Ryan and Shane
Maher excelling. On the 10 minute mark a brilliant
run started from midfield was finished off by
Arravale Rovers clubman, Evan Hawkins which
increased the Abbey’s lead. Solid play from the
full-back Kenneth Bowes made it very difficult for
Midleton to score. The Abbey stayed ahead but
Midleton clawed their way back into the game with
half time approaching after converting a penalty just
before the interval. Both teams exchanged scores
but the Abbey went into half time a point up.

The Abbeys School Team:
Taylor-Allen Flynn, Liam Carew, Kenneth Bowes,
Darragh O’Brien, Aidan Duggan, Raymond Kelly,
Simon Crehan, Diarmuid Kinane, Shane Maher,
Micheál Lowry, Ben Ryan, Conor Martin, Orrin Jones,
Evan Hawkins, Conall Grogan
Subs used: Gavin O’Meara, Conor Farrell, Stephen
Dee, Gavin Cussen, Liam Hayes, Ciaran Beston,
Darren Kennedy (*competition wasn’t completed
due to the Covid-19 restrictions.

Halloween
and
Christmas
Tournaments
Thanks to our Transition Year students and our staff
involved in Sport who organised the most successful
tournaments in the history of the school since our
return to school in August. It has meant an awful lot
The second half began, with a good score from Gavin to the students to be able to continue to participate
O’Meara making his presence known after coming in sport at lunchtime and has kept them healthy and
off the bench. Another goal from Evan Hawkins saw well throughout. Huge thanks to all involved.
the west Tipperary team increase their lead but a
purple patch from the Cork side mid-way through
the half meant the teams were level. This was
compounded when Midleton scored a goal from a
miscommunication in the Abbey backline. However
to their credit the Abbey responded well with a
quick kick out and after an incisive run from Gavin O’
Meara put him through on goal where he neatly
finished the goal to the bottom corner of the net.
Junior Team for Halloween Tournaments
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Abbey Boys Representing Their County

Caleb Molloy Hickey of Arravale Rovers on the Tipperary
Minor Football panel

Paddy Kennedy of Galbally on the Limerick
Minor Football panel

Diarmuid Looby of Lattin-Cullen on the Tipperary
Minor Hurling panel

Will Hogan on the County Tipperary
Youths Darts team

Raymond Kelly of Arravale Rovers on the Tipperary
Minor Football panel

Anthony Murphy on the Limerick County and District League
U13

A Time for Hope – John O’Connell
The times are changing, the rain has come and the short days are here,
Now is the time of the inner harvest.
As we prepare ourselves to hold fast against the storms that will blow fast
against this land,
this people, this time.
In the joy of old things, I have found new ways to embrace them all,
because there is a gaity in it, that was not there before,
a wonder that nature goes on, continues on,
though our human world has stopped in ways.
We have been to this place before; we held fast in the first wave,
Through the baking of bread and watching mass on our phones.
We pulled together and we discovered on our doorstep all the world we ever
needed.
From the flower stewn ditches, to the distant conversations across the wall.
It was not all joy and not all of us made it through,
But we have promised to remember our dead in times to come,
The place beyond the virus, where hugs and handshakes await us.
We are not in that land yet; we are only now taking up the Camino
to make it through time of the soul.
There is a hope, a promise from afar that this virus will end, that we will have
a cure,
but for now, we must help and support each other; we need each other now
more than ever.
and though our farms have become outposts of sorts, we must know too, that
we are not alone,
the community days will come again and we will meet our neighbours
and celebrate in our old ways, a pint, a chat, a hug and a talk,
a talk that keeps us going will come again.
We are done with our voyages around the world.
We are taking up voyages around the heart and in that,
There is a chance of learning like never before.
It is in that land, in the spring time meadows where all will be new again.
Stay safe, stay rooted, stay true to the earth

We wish all the Parents, Students ,Teachers and
Staff of The Abbey a very Happy and Peaceful
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year

